
March 5, 2023

City Council members,

I write to you in support of the landmark designation application for the Gass Residence.
The owner and architect of the home, Alan Gass, is a prominent Denver architect who practiced
from the 1950s through the 2000s. His contributions to Colorado’s architectural landscape and
those of his mentors, modern masters James Sudler and IM Pei to name a few, represent
modernist ideals that continue to guide contemporary architecture today. At the last city council
meeting I attended regarding Richard Crowther’s North Cherry Creek home council members
encouraged home owners to pursue landmark designation if they know that their home is
eligible for landmark designation. Yet Gass has his own neighbors voicing opposition to this
designation application.

Despite this opposition, I hope that the council stands by their previous recommendation
to owners and supports the protection of architecturally relevant buildings in Denver such as this
one. I am curious to hear the opposition’s point of view as I can only assume they are
misinformed about landmark designations or they misunderstand the historical relevance of this
modern home and its architectural style. The misinformation being that a number of Denver
residents believe landmark and/or historic designation lowers the value of a home or
neighborhood because it means future owners cannot make changes to their homes. This is
simply not true. And would be quite ironic as there are other historically designated buildings in
the Belcaro neighborhood such as Phipps Mansion, as referenced in the landmark designation
application for the Gass residence. Then there are residents who do not value modern
architecture and therefore do not accept it as historically relevant, which is also not true. The
reality is that architectural historians and professionals with Denver Landmark unanimously
support this designation and confirmed that the home overwhelmingly meets eligibility criteria.
So I advise those in opposition to read up and educate themselves because modernism is a
vital architectural style and set of ideals that will continue to influence our built environment.
The least we can do is respect it and preserve what remains of it. This includes respecting their
neighbor Alan Gass and the unique home he built for his family.

Sincerely,

Brie Samyn
1155 Ash Street,
Denver, CO 80220



From: lori meredith gabow <lmergabow@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2023 10:47 AM 
To: Landmark - Community Planning and Development <Landmark@denvergov.org> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Support of landmark preservation application for 602 s Harrison 
 
It is with great enthusiasm that I submit this note of support for landmark designation of 602 South 
Harrison St. The significance of Alan Gass as an architect and his mid century modern residence, 
complete with full documentation explaining the technical reasons, makes this an excellent candidate 
for Landmark status.  . 
 
This residence and Alans’s contribution to Denver helps give this city soul.  We are lucky to have this 
application before you. 
 
Meredith Gabow 
3100 cherry creek south drive  
Denver, CO. 80209 
 

mailto:lmergabow@gmail.com
mailto:Landmark@denvergov.org


From: Rimkus, Chris L.
To: Christman, Abigail D. - CPD CE2159 City Planner Principal
Cc: Andy Olree
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Opposition to designation
Date: Tuesday, April 4, 2023 4:24:11 PM
Attachments: 602sharrisonln_lpcstaffreport_2023.03.28.pdf

Ms. Christman- I was just made aware that Alan Gass applied for a historical designation
for his house. I want to clearly and strongly articulate my opposition to the same and to
relay a few of the reasons why.
 
First and foremost, I live at 575 S. Harrison Lane, approximately six houses west of the
Gass property. Until a neighbor forwarded the attached, I did not realize a hearing was
taking place/took place on the application. I don’t know what notice is typically required,
but I can’t imagine I and my neighbors wouldn’t have received something.
 
Forgetting the foregoing, I don’t know of anyone in the neighborhood in favor of said
designation. The only reason I heard about it was that someone started a text chain
incredulous that this was even a possibility when they heard about it. This application has
zero support in the neighborhood. I’d be surprised if a single resident from Harrison street
or Harrison Lane would speak in favor of the same, and if one did, they would be in the
acute minority.
 
I understand Mr. Gass would like to have his home preserved as some sort of legacy to his
work, but the fact is the thing is ugly. Viewed from the street, where everyone sees it, it is
nothing but his garbage cans and a massive walled driveway of non-descript concrete. It is
an eyesore for the neighborhood. Full-stop, no debate. Further, it looks neglected. If I
didn’t know he lived there, I would wonder if it was vacant.
 
Notionally, it looks better from the park (personally I still think it is ugly, but at least
viewed from the park that is a matter of taste), but no one would know because if more
than 5 people gather in the park Alan calls the police to complain about unauthorized
gatherings. We’ve had kids playing soccer in the park forced to disband because Alan
called the police. Now he wants to preserve the view of his house from the park….for
who? The only person interested in preserving the house is the only person Alan wants to
see the house- himself.
 
This house simply is not a significant piece of architecture, it is all but forgotten within
the fabric of the neighborhood, and viewed from the street it is unquestionably an eyesore.
I defy anyone to stand on the sidewalk and look at the home and tell me they love the
four tons of driveway concrete and the garbage and recycling cans at which they are
staring. It simply is not pleasing to look at.
 
I would ask you and the CPD to visit the site personally and/or take comments from other
residents concerned with being burdened with this old, ugly house forever. Thank you for
your time and consideration.
 
Best regards,
 
Chris Rimkus
 
Christopher Rimkus
M P L X
Deputy General Counsel - G and P Law

mailto:CLRimkus@marathonpetroleum.com
mailto:Abigail.Christman@denvergov.org
mailto:a.olree@de-arch.com
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To:   Landmark Preservation Commission  
From: Abigail Christman, Principal Planner, Community Planning & Development (CPD) 
Date:  March 28, 2023 
RE: Landmark Designation for the Alan Golin Gass House at 602 S. Harrison Ln. 
  
Landmark Preservation Commission Suggested Motion:  
I move to recommend approval and forward to City Council the landmark designation of the Alan Golin 
Gass House at 602 S. Harrison Ln., application #2023L-004, based on the Landmark Ordinance criteria A, 
C, and D citing as findings of fact for this recommendation the application form, public testimony, and 
the March 28th staff report. 
 
Request to Designate a Structure: 
Application:   #2023L-004 
Address: 602 S. Harrison Ln. 
Zoning:    S-SU-F 
Council: Council District # 10, Chris Hinds 
Owner: Alan Golin Gass 
Applicant(s): Alan Golin Gass 
 
Case Summary: 
The owner submitted a Landmark Designation application for 602 S. Harrison Ln. to CPD.  Staff reviewed 
the application and found it to be complete and to meet Denver landmark designation criteria.  As such, 
staff set the public hearing at the Landmark Preservation Commission for April 4, 2023. 
 
Designation Criteria and Evaluation, Chapter 30, Denver Revised Municipal Code:   
To meet landmark designation criteria, in accordance with Chapter 30, Denver Revised Municipal Code, 
the application must be complete, and the structure must meet the following criteria: 
 


1. The structure maintains its integrity 
2. The structure is more than 30 years old, or is of exceptional importance 
3. The structure meets at least three of ten criteria 
4. The LPC considers the structure’s historic context 


 
Criteria Evaluation: 
Landmark staff found that the application demonstrates that the structure meets the following criteria.  
 
A. It has a direct association with a significant historic event or with the historical development of 


the city, state, or nation; 
 
The Alan Golin Gass House at 602 S. Harrison Ln. is significant for its association with the post-World 
War II residential development of Denver. Constructed by Gass in 1961, the house is located adjacent to 
the Green Bowers Subdivision (established in 1955) on land that was formerly part of the Green Bowers 
Nursery and immediately adjacent to a city landfill (now City of Brest Park). It is associated with the 
rapid growth of Denver in the mid-twentieth century and the expansion of residential development into 
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areas formerly less desirable for residential development. In the 1950s and 1960s, most of Denver’s 
dairies, greenhouses, and nurseries were replaced by housing developments. The Cherry Creek area also 
began its transformation from a gravel pit and then town dump to a fashionable shopping area, with an 
open-air mall opening at Cherry Creek in 1955.  


The Green Bowers subdivision offered its initial thirty building sites for sale in the summer of 1955 and 
custom ranch houses soon occupied much of the district. The new subdivision was advertised for its 
proximity to the new Cherry Creek Shopping Center. Additional sites on the east side of S. Harrison Ln. 
were offered later. The location of 602 S. Harrison Ln. was less desirable due to its location immediately 
next to the landfill and easements that reduced the buildable area. But this made it much more 
affordable for a young architect who was just establishing his own practice and was up for a challenge.   


The Alan Golin Gass House is representative of a collection of architects experimenting with housing 
innovation and promoting new types of residential development in post-war Denver. Architects and 
designers had been experimenting with ideas for housing during the previous decades but were unable 
to realize their visions until after the Great Depression and World War II. These architects helped shape 
development in post-war Denver, including through the design of their own homes. The unusual form 
and siting of 602 S. Harrison Ln. received a lot of public attention as it was being constructed. The house 
was the subject of a Denver Post article on July 5, 1961 titled “Denver Architect Builds Home with Many 
Unusual Features.” According to the article, the home was an “attention-catcher in southeast Denver” 
with few new homes generating “more comment and curiosity than the new structure being built by 
Denver architect Alan Golin Gass on S. Harrison Ln.” The Denver Post followed up with another article 
the following year (June 23, 1962) after the house was completed titled “Denver Home’s Dome Stops 
Traffic.” According to the article,  


Passerby were so amazed at oriental-type dome on house at 602 S. Harrison Lane that they 
almost caused traffic jams, just looking. But dome’s more than conversation piece—it provides 
living area with sun, moon, star light . . . . From the moment the 6’8” square skylight crowned. . . 
the home at 602 S Harrison Lane, traffic multiplied. People drove by at a snail’s pace, and when 
their curiosity became too avid, would stop to wander through the house. 


The Alan Golin Gass House would remain a prominent example of contemporary housing during the 
1960s, featured in a tour of homes along with the homes of Victor Hornbein and Eugene Sternberg to 
raise money for St. Luke’s hospital in 1963. In 1968, the home was featured in an American Institute of 
Architects (AIA) Home Tour designed to demonstrate the advantages of hiring a licensed architect for 
designing residential architecture. 602 S. Harrison Ln. was also included in a Denver Post article (October 
14, 1968) titled “Excellent Architecture Begins at Home” which featured homes “loaded with ingenious 
features” built by local architects for themselves including Donald R. Roark’s 770 Lafayette, Victor 
Hornbein’s 714 Pontiac St., Richard Crowther’s 2735 E. 7th Ave. and Langdon E. Morris’ 520 S. Garfield. 
Thus, the Alan Golin Gass House reflects mid-twentieth century residential development patterns in 
Denver, both through the expansion of housing into new areas of the city in response to the city’s rapid 
population growth as well as in the new trends in residential design reflected in the work of progressive 
architects such as Gass. 


 
 
 
C. It embodies the distinctive visible characteristics of an architectural style or type; 
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The Alan Golin Gass House is significant as a representation of the evolution of Modern architecture in 
Denver after World War II. Character-defining features of the house include: the dramatic roof form 
with a domed skylight and deep overhanging eaves; large decks with broad expanses of glass to provide 
indoor/outdoor connections; an open-plan and flexible interior with a bi-level floor plan; combination of 
concrete, brick, and wood; symmetrical and geometric design elements; and angled lot orientation. 
These elements are all representative of the evolution of Modern architecture in the mid-twentieth 
century away from the starkness of the International Style into more varied interpretations of 
Modernism. The use of brick is particularly reflective of Modern architecture in Denver. Brick is a highly 
characteristic building material of the city and remained prominently in use throughout the 20th 
century. While Modern architects in other cities often replaced brick with concrete or stucco, in Denver 
brick remained common.  


The Museum of Modern Art introduced Modern architecture to the U.S. in 1932 with its International 
Exhibition of Modern Architecture (from which the International Style takes its name). The exhibit 
established the following criteria for Modern architecture:  regularity and balance without symmetry; 
elimination of applied ornament, with composition stressed instead; and an emphasis on volume over 
mass with the use of thin surface materials to create a lighter appearance. Key features of the 
International Style included: the absence of ornament; use of modern materials and technology 
including glass and concrete; flat roofs; smooth wall surfaces; large window flush with wall surfaces; and 
asymmetry. Before World War II, Modern architecture was largely a style of the elite, seen 
predominantly on the East and West Coasts. But after the war, the U.S. embraced Modernism as a break 
from the past and part of a bright and optimistic post-war future. Modernism evolved to become less 
stark and more accessible though it continued to emphasize functionalism and innovation. In the Post-
war period, many Modern architects began to move away the severity, austerity, and predictability of 
the International Style, leading to the development of new styles within the Modern Movement. The 
Midcentury Modern or Contemporary residential style (as seen in Krisana Park and Harvey Park) that 
emerged in the 1950s incorporated elements of the International Style, softening them into a more 
widespread, popular style. Key features included: flat, low-pitched, or butterfly roofs with deep, 
overhanging eaves; contrasting wall materials and textures; unusual window shapes and placements; 
integration with the landscape including large glass doors onto side patios, courtyards, and/or rear 
yards; and inclusion of a car port or garage. In the 1960s, Formalist architecture broke from the pure 
functionalism of the International Style and combined aspects of building forms of the past with new 
forms enabled by advances in building technology. Formalist designs referenced and abstracted Classical 
forms and reintroduced applied ornamentation. Key features included: simplified columns and arches; 
regular geometric rhythms in colonnades and patterning; symmetrical façades; features that took 
advantage of the plastic-like qualities of concrete to create new forms such as umbrella shells, waffle 
slabs, and folded plates; placement on a raised podium or base; incorporation into landscape; and use of 
high-quality materials.  


The Alan Golin Gass House is square in plan with a roof topped with a dome skylight, inspired by the 
Roman Pantheon, at its peak. Acrylic dome skylights were a new architectural product at the time. The 
exterior walls are built of brick and sit on a visible concrete foundation. Void of ornamentation, the 
placement of windows and glazing add dimension and depth to the building facades. The house opens 
up to outdoor decks with full length glazing and sliding glass doors on the identical southeastern and 
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northwestern facades.  The symmetrical central plan layout of the upper level was inspired by Palladio’s 
Villa Capra, a nod to Classical architecture informing the Modern design of the residence.         


While the Alan Golin Gass house is unique and does not clearly fit into a single category of Modernism, it 
clearly reflects the evolution of Modern design in the mid-twentieth century as well as more specifically, 
the evolution of housing. At mid-century, Modern architects were utilizing new technologies, materials, 
and mass production methods to meet the demand for affordable and fast construction. Design was 
used to promote a more informal and casual lifestyle.  Mid-century design elements included floorplans 
laid out to maximize space and flexibility; floorplans, fenestration, and landscaping designed to create 
connections between indoor and outdoor spaces; facades featuring large windows; decorative elements 
replaced with contrasting wall materials and textures; floorplans that encouraged socializing; and 
buildings integrated into the landscape. The ability of the Alan Golin Gass House to represent mid-
century trends in Modern residential design is evident in the description of his home featured in the 
Denver Post:  


The dome is not just a conversation-starter. It is a source of illumination, flooding the main living 
area with light that moves across the room with the sun. At night, the stars pin-point their 
brilliance against a darkened sky. . . . The living room upstairs is essentially one large open space 
with a working wall of walnut that divides into kitchen-eating area and living-dining room, and 
also gives privacy to the living room. On the side to the entry the wall has a coat closet 
concealed behind beautifully matched paneling. On the living room side there is hidden storage 
for stereo and high-fidelity equipment, plus records, china and silver holloware, chafing dishes 
and such, and a display area for object d’art, as well as a pass-through to the kitchen. . . . The 
dome, with its axis of four dark-stained beams, dominates the interior. Both side walls are glass, 
opening onto decks, behind semi-sheer draperies. Opposite the walnut wall is a red brick 
fireplace, with the central portion using bricks laid with the ends to the surface. . . . The 
bedrooms and baths are down the steps from the entry. The master bedroom runs the width of 
the house, and opens out onto a little terrace shaded by the east deck . . . . Four oversize closets 
provide storage for in-season and out-of-season clothing. At the other end of the room is Gass’ 
“at-home-office.” A large unfinished area may be made into two bedrooms, both wide sliding 
doors that lead out to the terrace. A tall circling fence gives privacy to this stepdown terrace and 
the lawn above.  


 
 
D. It is a significant example of the work of a recognized architect or master builder; 


The Alan Golin Glass House is significant example of the work of Alan Golin Gass, who made substantial 
contributions to the fields of architecture and urban planning in Colorado. During his long career he was 
a prominent member of Denver’s architectural community working both independently and 
collaboratively with other architects and contributing his expertise to a variety of planning, arts, and 
civic organizations. Born in Denver on May 6, 1931, Gass graduated from East High School in 1949. Gass 
left Colorado to attend Harvard University. He completed his undergraduate studies in 1953 and then 
entered the Harvard Graduate School of Design, graduating with a M.A. in Architecture in 1956. Gass 
gained experience working with several prominent firms in his early career. Gass began working for I.M. 
Pei & Associates while still in school and then continued with the firm after graduation working for Pei 
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from 1957-1958. While with Pei, he worked on the Denver U.S. Bank Center and the Courthouse Square 
redevelopment into Zeckendorf Plaza. In 1958, he took a position as a designer and planner with the 
Architects Collaborative of Cambridge, Ma through which he worked out of Colorado Springs on the 
master planning of bases for the Air Defense Command. From 1959-1961, Gass worked for Fisher & 
Davis & James Sudler Associates, with projects including the Byron G. Rogers Federal Building. In 1961, 
he decided to start his own firm in partnership with Robert Brewster Gay. After this partnership ended 
in 1967, Gass became a principal with James H. Johnson & Associates where he worked until 1973. Key 
works from this period include: Silas Kobey Residence (1955), Alan Golin Gass Residence (1961), Davis J. 
Hindlemann Residence (1961), World Savings Bank (1964), Beta Alpha Chapter House, Sigma Delia Tau 
National Sorority (1967), and R. Stephen Berry Residence (1969). Gass also designed several buildings in 
South Dakota while working with Gay including the Meade County Courthouse in Sturgis and the 
Westridge Apartments in Rapid City.  


From 1973-1975, Gass was with ABR Partnership Architects. He joined Anderson Architects in 1975, 
working there until 1985. While there, he became an expert in solar energy and educational facility 
design and designed a solar-powered building for the Community College of Denver’s north campus 
(now Front Range Community College in Westminster). According to an article in the Denver Post, this 
was expected to be the largest solar-heated building in the country if not the world and CCD would be 
the only school in the country offering technical courses about “how to operate, maintain and repair a 
solar heating system.” From 1986-1991, Gass worked in New York City where he was a senior associate 
with Lee Harris Pomeroy Associates. His career in New York included work on several landmark 
designated buildings including Swiss Bank’s 38-story addition to the Saks Fifth Avenue Store, a bridge at 
Trinity Church, a roof at Grand Central Terminal, and public space renovation at the Plaza Hotel. In 1991, 
he returned to Colorado working in the Aspen office of Harry Teague, managing the Joan & Irving Harris 
Concert Hall for the Aspen Music Festival and the Charles & Dee Wyley Painting Building at Anderson 
Ranch Arts Center. After returning to Denver in 1993, Gass worked with Cab Childress on the design of 
the Daniel Ritchie Center at the University of Denver.  


Gass also made significant contributions to the development of Denver through his volunteer work with 
various commissions and organizations dedicated to arts, culture, and planning. These include: founding 
the AIA/Denver Urban Design Committee in 1962; serving as the Vice Chairman Denver Art Commission; 
serving as Vice Chairman of the Citizens Advisory Committee to the Denver Regional County 
Government; serving as President of the Babi Yar Park Foundation to create (and then advocate) for a 
city park to memorialize Soviet Jews massacred in 1941; serving as Board Member City Club of Denver; 
volunteering as an advisor for the Denver School of the Arts; serving the on INC Zoning & Planning 
Committee; and serving on the Board of the Denver Architecture Foundation.  


In 1998, Gass was recognized as part of the AIA College of Fellows. The fellowship program was 
developed to elevate architects who have achieved a standard of excellence in the profession and made 
a significant contribution to architecture and society on a national level. Fellows are selected for their 
work in areas such as advancing the standards of practice, improving building standards, serving society, 
and improving architectural education and training.  


Though constructed at the beginning of Gass’ career, 602 S. Harrison Ln. remains a key representation of 
his career. The Alan Golin Gass House was Gass’ first widely-recognized design, helping to establish his 
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architectural career and represents his Modern design philosophy. It is a very personal expression of his 
architectural vision and showcases Gass’ knowledge in passive solar and interpretation of Modern 
architecture. Gass recounted in an interview that this was the house design he showed to his wife, Sally, 
to convince her to marry him. Alan and Sally Gass raised their daughter, Dana, in the home and lived 
there together until Sally’s passing in 2020. Alan Golin Gass continues to live in the house today. 


Gass would go on to incorporate active and passive solar technology in his future designs and contribute 
heavily to the environmental design field. The bi-level design Gass incorporated in his house would also 
be seen in his other residential works and was a practical design element. Sinking the bottom level into 
the ground was also designed to help with the heating and cooling costs by limiting the amount of 
exposed wall surfaces. The association of this designed home as Gass’ personal residence where he lived 
during most of his career achievements is also significant. As a prime example of Alan’s work as an 
emerging architect, this house embodies a distinctive period in his career, and remains a prominent 
representation of his residential design. 


 


 
 
Integrity: 
Chapter 30 requires that a landmark designated property maintain its integrity. Integrity is defined as 
“the ability of a structure or district to convey its historic, geographic, architectural, or cultural 
significance…recognized as belonging to its particular time and place in Denver’s history.”  The seven 
qualities that, in various combinations, define integrity are location, setting, design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling and association. 
 
The property retains a high degree of integrity, within minimal changes. The structure is still in the same 
location, and the neighborhood is still residential in nature; retaining both integrity of location and 
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setting. The workmanship, design, and materials are excellent, with minimal changes to any of the three 
aspects of integrity. The alterations are limited to the replacement of the asphalt roof with standing 
seam metal and the addition of solar panels. The original design called for a metal roof; however, due to 
cost, an asphalt roof was installed. While this is a change in materials, it is not a change in the architect’s 
design (albeit it is different than original construction) and is a very minor impact to workmanship. The 
continued use as a residence, within a residential neighborhood, helps retain a strong sense of feeling 
and association. Overall, the property has excellent integrity. 
 


 
 
Relates to a Historic Context and Period of Significance: 
As is appropriate for a property proposed for designation, the historic context is strongly interrelated to 
both the areas of significance and period of significance. The property is directly related to the postwar 
development patterns of Denver and is a unique architectural expression postwar Modern architecture 
including the dramatic roof form with a domed skylight and deep overhanging eaves; large decks with 
broad expanses of glass to provide indoor/outdoor connections; an open-plan and flexible interior with 
a bi-level floor plan; combination of concrete, brick, and wood; symmetrical and geometric design 
elements; and angled lot orientation. 
 
The period of significance for the structure is 1961-1993, encompassing its construction and ownership 
by Alan Gass. Part of the home’s significance is its association with Gass and his career. Alan Golin Gass 
continued to practice architecture until his retirement in 2010, while he lived in the home. The period of 
significance captures the largest part of that career possible, but ends at 1993 due to the criteria for 
designation established in the Landmark ordinance. Section 30-3.2 states: “The structure or district is 
more than thirty (30) years old, or is of exceptional importance.” The designation author determined 
that the period of significance extended to 1993 due to its continued association with Alan Golin Gass, 
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but did not find this association met the exceptional importance threshold needed to extend the period 
of significance to less than thirty years ago.  
 
Boundary: 
The designation application proposes to designate the legal description below: 
 
Book 8640 PG. 422, Office of the Clerk and Recorder, City and County of Denver, State of Colorado 
 
That part of the SE1/4 NE1/4 of Section 13, Township 4 South, Range 68 West of the 6th P.M., described 
as follows:  
 
Beginning at the Southeast corner of said SE1/4NE1/4; thence North 30 feet to a point on the North 
property line of Exposition Ave.; thence West along the North property line of Exposition Ave. a distance 
of 505.87 feet to a point on the East property line of the South Harrison Lane; thence North along the 
East property line of South Harrison Lane a distance of 397.16 feet o the true point of beginning; thence 
East on a line with a deflection angle to the right of 90*06’29” a distance of 100 feet;  thence North and 
parallel with the East property line of South Harrison Lane a distance of 104 feet; thence West on a line 
with a deflection angle to the left of 89*53’31” a distance of 100 feet to a point on the East property line 
of South Harrison Lane; thence South along the East property line of South Harrison Lane a Distance of 
104 feet to the true point of beginning.  
 
Public Review Process: 
Community Planning & Development has met all posting and notification requirements delineated in 
Chapter 12 (Article III, Section 12-96) and Chapter 30 of the DRMC. 
 
Notifications: 


• Owner notification letters regarding the LPC public hearing  
• City Council and Community Planning and Development email notifications 
• Registered Neighborhood Organization and courtesy email notifications  


o Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation (INC) 
o Stokes Place Green Bowers 
o Strong Denver 
o Denver Neighborhood Association, Inc. 
o Historic Denver, Inc 
o Colorado Preservation, Inc 
o History Colorado 


• Posted signage for Landmark Preservation Commission public hearing 
 
Public Comments 
As of 5:00 p.m. on March 24, 2023, CPD has received no public comment letters regarding the 
application.  
 
Attachments Provided by CPD: 


• Designation Application 
• Map of structure proposed for preservation 







1515 Arapahoe, Suite 1600
Denver, CO 80202
303-925-9205 (o)
832-651-0153 (c)
 
From: Christopher Rimkus <clrimkus@icloud.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 4, 2023 3:51 PM
To: Rimkus, Chris L. <clrimkus@marathonpetroleum.com>
Subject:
 
https: //urldefense. com/v3/__https: //www. denvergov. org/files/assets/public/community-planning-and-development/documents/landmark-preservation/lpc/agendas-lpc/2023/04. 04. 2023/602sharrisonln_lpcstaffreport_2023. 03. 28. pdf__;!!KZqq5pzTuXXlyJ9BfQ!ax2O6kcw6XXaBQuAVxOWfRUvsDqrhwMhJiHXs8XuZrCl9PQePStNppz9NYawmC029Eq11BDeKWW2LpETTd2rlT7t$

 
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.denvergov.org/files/assets/public/community-
planning-and-development/documents/landmark-preservation/lpc/agendas-
lpc/2023/04.04.2023/602sharrisonln_lpcstaffreport_2023.03.28.pdf__;!!KZqq5pzTuXXlyJ9B
fQ!ax2O6kcw6XXaBQuAVxOWfRUvsDqrhwMhJiHXs8XuZrCl9PQePStNppz9NYawmC029
Eq11BDeKWW2LpETTd2rlT7t$
 
 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Henning von Kalm
To: Christman, Abigail D. - CPD CE2159 City Planner Principal
Cc: hirshini@gmail.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Opposition to designation
Date: Wednesday, April 5, 2023 9:33:20 PM

Dear Ms. Christman,
 
I am writing to you to express my opposition to Alan Gass’ home (602 S Harrison Lane) being granted a historical
designation. FYI – I reside at 625 S Harrison St and am a close neighbor to Alan’s house (3 doors down).
 
Leaving aside the lack of “historical” characteristics that the house possesses in my opinion (Denver
has a lot more truly historically valuable homes, certainly not his), my bigger concern is around the
implications of such designation to our community and Denver more broadly. Given Alan’s behavior
in the past, with a particular emphasis on his resistance to any sort of public life in the City of Brest
Park, my concern is that his intention here is to continue to limit such public life. It’s a shame (and an
insult to the citizens of Denver) that sports and similar activities are not possible in the park as a
result of Alan’s dislike for such and any attempt to do any sports or similar activities lead him calling
the police. My concern here is that Alan is trying to use the historical designation as a way to
continue this behavior. I also understand that the City of Denver has earmarked the City of Brest
park as one of its priority parks that will attract investment and encourage more use. Alan having his
historical designation will empower him to prevent such investment as his agenda is to ensure that
the park remains as underutilized as it is today.
 
I appreciate you taking this opinion into consideration and take it seriously as you continue your
evaluation.
 
Sincerely,
 
 
Henning von Kalm
 
Henning von Kalm
Chief Financial Officer, Alpenglow Rail
 

O: (720) 328-0944 I C: (917) 293-2351 I E: henning@alpenglowrail.com I W:
www.alpenglowrail.com 
 

Electronic Privacy Notice. This e-mail, and any attachments, contains information that is, or may be, covered by electronic
communications privacy laws, and is also confidential and proprietary in nature. If you are not the intended recipient, please
be advised that you are legally prohibited from retaining, using, copying, distributing, or otherwise disclosing this information
in any manner. Instead, please reply to the sender that you have received this communication in error, and then immediately
delete it. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
 

mailto:henning@alpenglowrail.com
mailto:Abigail.Christman@denvergov.org
mailto:hirshini@gmail.com
mailto:henning@alpenglowrail.com
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://www.alpenglowrail.com/__;!!M87Ej6RJKlw!SJ-H9oxc4RYYWcFmTlc7zFPnQ_o5vQ-6HJhR3pfw_p4q5x0fef6k_FwDV8qB4jiGSrR-JU13FLYadBeBah-37BTf-n5tuAY$


From: David York
To: Christman, Abigail D. - CPD CE2159 City Planner Principal
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Support of the Alan Gass House
Date: Wednesday, April 5, 2023 4:54:14 PM

Hello, please support the historic designation for the Alan Gass house. 

Thank you very much. 

David York
303-345-5900
david_a_york@hotmail.com

mailto:david_a_york@hotmail.com
mailto:Abigail.Christman@denvergov.org


 
April 5, 2023 
 
 
 
To:  Abigail Christman, Principal Planner, Community Planning & Development (CPD)  
 
RE:  Landmark Designation for the Alan Golin Gass House 

602 S. Harrison Ln.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
I am writing to support the landmark designation for the Alan Gass House at  602 S. Harrison Lane 
 

As landmark staff and landmark commission concluded: 

- The house has a direct association with a significant historic event or with the historical 
development of the city, state, or nation; 

- It embodies the distinctive visible characteristics of an architectural style or type; 

- It is a significant example of the work of a recognized architect or master builder; and 

- It maintains a high degree of integrity in both setting and location 

 
The clear and convincing evidence of historic quality, integrity and character should prompt the Denver 
City Council to approve Mr. Gass’s request for designation of 602 S. Harrison Lane. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
Michael Hughes 
40 South Bellaire Street 
Denver, Colorado 80246 
 



April 6, 2023 
Denver City Council 
1437 Bannock Street, Room 451 
Denver, CO 80202 

Dear Denver City Council,

I support the designation of the Alan Golin Gass House at 602 S Harrison Lane. I helped prepare 
the landmark application as a board member of Docomomo US/Colorado. Helping to preserve 
and maintain Denver’s buildings of the Modern Movement is of the utmost importance. 

The Alan Golin Gass House is a Denver building worth protecting. Alan Golin Gass, FAIA 
designed the home as his personal residence and still resides there today. It is largely unchanged 
from its original 1961 design. The design of the home has stood the test of time, as it still lives 
just as well as it did when it was built in 1961. One of the most difficult things to understand 
about modern architecture is that the living experience is truly different and improved. I own two 
modern homes, and I could not imagine living in anything else, as the intelligence of the 
architecture is present everyday you spend in the home. The Gass house is no different with its 
large expanse of windows, thoughtful outdoor spaces, the central design with the skylight to 
bring natural light into the home all day long.  The home is simple in design, and is situated on 
the lot for an ideal view of the park, and the livability of the home. 

Denver saw a large majority of its growth post WWII and during the Modernist Movement. 
Many people see these buildings as disposable. However, when you understand that there was a 
greater level of thought in play when these buildings were constructed, you start to understand 
why we need to protect and honor more of these homes. Colorado was lucky to have a large 
number of extremely talented architects who resided and designed here. Joseph and Louise 
Marlow, William Muchow, Victor Hornbein, Eugene Sternberg, Richard Crowther, Bruce 
Sutherland, Joe Lort, Alan Gass among many others deserve recognition, and I can only hope we 
end up with landmarked homes from each and every one of Denver’s modernist architects. If you 
simply cannot agree with landmarking modernist buildings because of a lack of ornamentation, 
or understanding of the pure functionality of these buildings, means that you should spend time 
in one. Even some of our architects well-known for their ornate buildings progressed into 
modern architecture. A great example is Temple Buell, who designed a large modern building on 
Littleton Blvd. 

I hope that you will celebrate with us, and vote to make 602 S Harrison Lane a Denver 
Landmark. Next time you walk downtown, I ask you to look around and appreciate the buildings 
of the Modernist Movement that surround you, including the buildings that Alan Golin Gass 
helped design with I.M. Pei in our city center. 

Sincerely,
Kimber Dempsey
Docomomo US/Colorado Board Member
Historic Littleton Inc Board Member
Licensed Realtor





From: David Wise
To: Christman, Abigail D. - CPD CE2159 City Planner Principal
Subject: [EXTERNAL] In Support of the Alan Gass House
Date: Thursday, April 6, 2023 10:38:25 AM

Abbey -

I support the designation of the Alan Gass House as a Denver Landmark.

The article in the newsletter telling the story of the house is much appreciated.

Sincerely,

David Lynn Wise AIA

mailto:david@davidlynnwise.com
mailto:Abigail.Christman@denvergov.org
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11 April 2023 
 
 
Denver Landmark Preservation Commission 
Community Planning and Development 
201 W. Colfax Ave., Dept. 205 
Denver, CO  80202 
 
Re:  Landmark Preservation Application #2023L-004 
 Alan Golin Gass House 
 602 S. Harrison Lane 
 Denver, CO 80209 
 
 
To Whom it May Concern, 
 
I am writing in support of the designation of the Alan Golin Gass FAIA, house at 602 S. 
Harrison Lane, Denver, CO  80209, Landmark Preservation Application #2023L-004, as a 
Denver Landmark.   
 
I’ve been practicing licensed architect in Denver for almost 40 years.  I’ve known Mr. Gass 
20 of those years.  I’m a board member of DOCOMOMO.CO, an international organization 
dedicated to the conservation of modern movement buildings and sites.  I’m the Zoning 
Committee chair of the Hilltop Neighborhood Association. Last year I completed my six-year 
term on the Board of Trustees of Historic Denver. 
 
As has been well documented, the Gass house qualifies for landmark status.  It more than 
qualifies under the three categories listed in the application.  This has been supported by 
the Denver Landmarks staff and unanimously confirmed by the Denver Landmarks 
Commission.  As an owner supported designation, it would be unprecedented for the 
application to be denied. 
 
A brief review of Mr. Gass’s resume reveals the great contributions he has made to Denver:  
He is a fourth generation Denver native.  He graduated from Denver East High School before 
graduating cum laude from Harvard University.  Mr. Gass returned to Denver after brief 
stints in Boston and New York. In 1960 Mr. Gass designed his own house at the young age of 
30, where he still resides.  Not only are the buildings he’s worked on outstanding landmarks 
in their own right, he’s been involved in many pro-bono activities.  He founded the 
AIA/Denver Urban Design Committee. Throughout his time in practice, and to the 



present day, Alan continues to provide pro-bono services as a member of public 
committees and boards, urban design and transportation committees, Denver, 
Colorado West, and New York City Chapters of the American Institute of Architects, the 
City and County of Denver, the City Club of Denver, and Temple Emanuel. He was the 
president of the Babi Yar Park Foundation, that originated, and continues to advocate 
for the City of Denver’s 27-acre Holocaust memorial. 
 
Alan has participated in juries, given lectures, tours and presentations on architecture, 
urban design, and solar energy to many diverse groups. In addition, he has given 
“Expert Tours” of Downtown Denver in the Doors Open Denver program. 
 
At his side throughout much of his life was his wife, Sally Rae Gass. Her contributions to 
Denver’s history should be noted as well.  Sally grew up in Pueblo, CO., where she 
graduated valedictorian of her class.  She graduated summa cum laude, from 
Washington Univ., St. Louis.  Her Denver career had her teaching art and drama at 
numerous local schools, innovating and developing curricula and programs.  She also 
served on the board to form what ultimately became the Denver School of the Arts.  
 
During this application process, I’ve been informed that a small, vocal minority has 
emerged that opposes this designation.  My understanding is that there are a few of 
Mr. Gass’s neighbors among this group.  I understand that their objection is based on 
the morbid fear of what could happen to the house upon Mr. Gass’s passing.  They use 
the recently demolished Crowther house as an example of a house that fell into 
disrepair after Mr. Crowther’s passing.  I want to point out that the Crowther house 
was never designated a landmark.  Instead, it was owned by a series of speculators who 
neglected it, much to its neighbors’ distress.  Had it been designated during Mr. 
Crowther’s lifetime; it would have been maintained.  Use of this anecdote is not 
supported in the big picture by evidence.  Multiple local and national studies have 
shown that landmarked buildings, and their nearby neighborhoods (whether 
landmarked or not), maintain their value better than non-landmarked buildings.  
People value history and are willing to pay a premium for it.  Mid-century modern 
buildings are the rage right now.  The Gass house will not be threatened by 
abandonment. 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Thomas Hart AIA 
Principal Architect 
Hart Studio LLC 



From: Dana Gass
To: Christman, Abigail D. - CPD CE2159 City Planner Principal
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Alan Golin Gass house
Date: Friday, April 14, 2023 8:33:35 PM

Dear Denver City Council members,

I am writing in support of the landmark designation for 602 South Harrison Lane, the Alan Golin Gass house. To be
utterly transparent, I grew up in that house. I am Alan’s daughter.

I watched my father work at his drafting table in an era before computers and cell phones. I watched him wrangle
with materials, environmental issues, and engineers. I was so proud of the advances he made in designing solar
heated buildings. I was impressed with how he melded art with mathematics to create beautiful and functional
buildings. It takes a special sort of human to use both sides of the brain the way he does.

My father taught me so many things. He taught me critical thinking and he taught me how to be very observant of
my surroundings. He taught me to take in all the details of my daily life and to prioritize them so I can be efficient.
My father is a gentle, artistic, patient, tolerant, and kind soul. I would like to see his legacy protected in this way.

I know that some of the objections to land marking the house have to do with the idea that it will be harder to sell
once he dies, and that I will not take care of it since I do not live in Denver. These ideas are fallacious. I’m sure
there are plenty of people who would be proud to live in a piece of architectural history. Apart from that, upon my
father’s death, I plan to move into the house temporarily and do any needed upkeep before selling it.

Please add my voice to the many in support of landmarking  this vital piece of Denver architectural history.

Sincerely,

Dana Merrill Brown

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:kamaladana@gmail.com
mailto:Abigail.Christman@denvergov.org


+1 720 273 7257
 adrianvolzdesign.com
 adrianvolzdesign@gmail.com

A drian Volz
Graphic Designer

May 2, 2023

RE: Letter in Support of 602 S. Harrison Lane designed by Alan Golin Gass, FAIA

Dear Ms. Christman and members of Denver City Council:

I am writing to express my utmost enthusiasm and support for Mr. Gass’ exemplary residence in the  
Stokes Place-Green Bowers Neighborhood (SPGB).

I grew up in Denver with an early appreciation for architecture and an awareness of the many important contributors 
to our great city and its constructed identity. Ever since I’ve immersed myself in the field through independent 
and professional endeavors. As a Pratt alumnus and member of the graphic design industry, I’ve developed a keen 
understanding of good design and its importance in shaping a respectable society.

In recent years, I’ve embarked on intensive research efforts in which I would rediscover prominent architects  
who developed outstanding building designs to improve their community and establish a core sense of place.  
Most significantly, these included Alan Golin Gass. His impeccable work was put forth to give Denver a modern 
sophistication worthy of international attention and praise.

When I read about Mr. Gass’ home in The Denver Post article by Maia Luem, from this past April 21, I was ecstatic to 
learn about his background, significant experience at various architecture firms, and own residential design. Mr. Gass 
completed one of the most aspirational projects any architect could wish for: designing and living in their own custom 
home. I further read about Mr. Gass and was consistently impressed with his buildings and expansive involvement with 
architectural organizations in the city. Mr. Gass is a highly admirable individual who cares deeply for the profession,  
our city and sharing his knowledge. 

Mr. Gass’ home represents his life’s work and distinct mark. To protect his dwelling is to acknowledge due recognition 
for a tireless dedication to architecture and an exceptional vision. Denver should be empowered to join other cities in the 
mission to preserve excellence in architecture.

I was particularly drawn to the fact that Mr. Gass once worked with the phenomenal architect, I.M. Pei., who bestowed  
a legacy of renowned urban design upon our city. The influence from this impactful opportunity shaped the architect  
Mr. Gass would become throughout his career. I.M. Pei, who no doubt found Mr. Gass to be a highly commendable 
intern, would want Denver to respect and preserve this gem of a structure, in every way possible.

I had the pleasure and privilege of recently corresponding with Mr. Gass. He kindly shared several photographs and 
technical drawings of his home with me as reference material for my enclosed poster art. The final result is a celebration 
of this wonderful building. As a fundamental example of the Denver Brick Bungalow style, it is imperative to preserve 
this core model, as our city will continue to evolve and grow at an even more rapid pace to come. In closing, it is  
Mr. Gass’ firm wish, which must be recognized. It will stand regally and inspire future architects to work on their 
drafting tables with mile high hopes and design their next dream home.

Best regards,

Adrian Volz



From: SUSAN WEHR LIVINGSTON
To: Christman, Abigail D. - CPD CE2159 City Planner Principal
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Support for Alan Gass" house
Date: Tuesday, May 9, 2023 6:12:21 PM

Hi Abby:

I writing in support of Alan Gass' desire to landmark his house as an example of a unique
design and representative of Mid-century aesthetics. 

The Stokes and Belcaro Park neighborhoods were originally developed in the 1950s with
ranch homes and some other residences that had a more daring Mid-century design.  

The Stokes neighborhood —  and Mr. Gass’ house is in the Stokes neighborhood, not Belcaro
Park —  has torn down many original Mid-century residences.  Yet Mr. Gass’ house still
stands.  

The main reasons I support this nomination are

to support an owner nomination
to support a mid-century nomination within a mid-century neighborhood
to save this unique design 
to support a nomination specifically within Stokes, which is adjacent to Belcaro Park.  

Please let me know if I can speak up in person. 

Sincerely,

Susan Wehr Livingston
Cell, Text, WhatsApp & Skype: 720-480-8762

Put Historic Preservation Into Practice:  
Buy an Old House and Don’t Tear It Down

mailto:susanwehrlivingston@comcast.net
mailto:Abigail.Christman@denvergov.org


05/10/23 
Denver City Council 
1437 Bannock Street 
Room 451 
Denver, CO 80202 
 
 
Dear Denver City Council, 
 

I the President of DOCOMOMOCO, the Colorado chapter of the international 
preservation organization. I’m writing in support of the designation of the Alan Golin Gass 
House at 602 S Harrison Lane. Alan Golin Gass, FAIA designed the home as his personal 
residence and still resides there today. It is largely unchanged from its original 1961 design, 
which is a thoughtful, creative, refined, and unique example of the modern movement in Denver 
and Colorado. Like all great works of modern architecture, it is a design that is more than skin-
deep – while many of Denver’s homes are just a pretty façade on the street, the Gass House is 
a complete piece of architecture, carefully considered and finished on all sides, and meant to 
uplift the experience of the home’s residents with an emphasis on a connection to natural light, 
views, the seasons, and outdoors. Understanding why a piece of modern architecture looks the 
way it does, goes beyond style – it concerns how a building functions, and how it lives for those 
that reside there. 
 

Frequently, we hear arguments from Denverites who suggest that the only buildings 
worth protecting and saving are those designed and built prior to the modern movement – that 
those are the only buildings that make up the historic character of the Mile High City. I highly 
disagree. One need not look far to realize that Denver has a decades-long history as a strikingly 
modern city. During the time that the Alan Golin Gass House was built, Denver was being 
nationally recognized for its cutting-edge modern architecture – and virtually every major 
building being built at the time was a result of the modern movement. As it turns out, modernist 
works, such as the Alan Golin Gass House are a tremendous part of what makes Denver, 
Denver! 
  

I believe that Alan was a profound contributor to the modern architecture of Denver, that 
his home is an excellent example of his architectural work, and that landmarking his home both 
honors Alan and preserves one of his important contributions to the modern movement in 
Denver. We ask for your vote of support in approving this owner-supported landmark 
application. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Josh Robinson, President DOCOMOMOCO, President Ghost Town Club of Colorado 
7841 Stuart Street  
Westminster Colorado. 80030 
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XUqW�rJTGqUsnVHW�oUVFW�oHGG�t N̂b�k̀O]PZ̀_�uNbvNZ�MO[Nc�QN�NPbOMgP�]P�QM[N�Qa�̂PQN�M�uNbvNZ�iMbcQMZ[h�Y�cN_ìbNcw�Yc̀c�bP]�AMb]�]̂NQ�]Niìbg�QN�Â M]�Y�_Pfic�Mbc�_Pfic�bP]cPw�p̂N�\M_]�M�iMbcQMZ[�O]M]fO�QM[NO�M�̂PQN�QPZNc̀\\̀_fi]�]P�ONii�c̀c�bP]�\M_]PZ�̀b]P�Qa�]̂x�yJJ�zUTJ @BCD<
;<=>? @A

nVHW�oUVFW�oHGGXUqW�rJTGqUs�Y�fbcNZO]Mbc�\fiiaw�{NvNZ]̂NiNOOh�Y_PbONb]Ncw�|PfZ�̂PfON�̀O�N}_Nd]̀PbMih�~f]�OP�ANZNù_[��ZPA]̂NZ�Oh��fZb̂MQ�kPa]�Oh�Mbc��̀_k̀Zb~Ǹb�Ow��ZPA]̂NZ�O�̀O�gPbNw�kPa]�O�MbckPZb~Ǹb�O�̂MvN�~NNb�dPddNc�Mbc�ZNbPvM]Nc�MAMa\ZPQ�]̂ǸZ�PZ̀g̀bMi�̀QMgNOw �BCD<

;<=>? @A

XUqW�rJTGqUsnVHW�oUVFW�oHGG�Qa�̂PQN�̀O�M�kPZb~Ǹb�̂PQN�~f̀i]b̀�]̂N�iM]N�����Ow�Y�ANb]�fbcNZgZPfbc�̀b�]̂N�����O�]P�Mcc�@����\]w��̀b�PZcNZ�]P�dZNONZvN�]̂N�PZ̀g̀bMib̀]NgZ̀]a�P\�]̂N�̂PQNw�p̂M]�̀O�PbN�ZNMOPb�Â ak̀O]PZ̀_�uNbvNZ�AMb]Nc�]P�cNÒgbM]N�Qa�̂PQN�MiMbcQMZ[w
BCD<
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;<=>�?�@AB=�B=CD<=EFGHIJ KLM=NN�OPBQRSTUVW�TLXWYZX[�\Y]̂_TÙaTUbY]W[cdeG FGHIJ KLMAfgAh<i�jB<klQmT]UTWUbn[�oW�bU�WSỲap�qX[cdeG FGHIJ KLr=BiPs=QQ=�t=DDuRSTUVW�vT]UTWUbn[�RST]w�xỲy�zDPi�{AD<i�{PEE�[cdeG FGHIJ KLgAiPDs�t|�zhA\Y]̂_TÙaTUbY]W[[[cdeG FGHIJ KL}=ii<E�~>P<i\Y]̂_TÙaTUbY]Wy�oaT][[���Y�LXaa�pXWX_�Xp�qx�xỲ�T]pxỲ_�LY]pX_v̀a�SỲWX[ KcdeG FGHIJ KLMPi�t<si=<kl��T̂_XXcdeG FGHIJ KLMPi=�~DAPi��AQQERSTU�W�LY]pX_v̀a�cdeG FGHIJ KLrBAA�E�jPDs@Pi�_XTU�UY�SXT_y�zDPi[�cdeG FGHIJ KL�ADD==i�~@<Ql\YYa[cdeG
FGHIJ KL

�ADD==i�~@<Ql
cdeG FGHIJ KL�PBkPB=Q�j=li=B�YL�pY�xỲ�vXXa�TqỲU�USTU�cdeG
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;<=;
>;<?= @ABCDE�FGCHE�FDIIJDKLDKMN�OMPEMK�Q�RSTURSR�VWXV�UV�AXY�VWS�Z[\]AX]�VZ�̂_SYS_̀S�̂X_V�Za�b]�\ScXT]d�efTW�Za�b]�ZA[AZ_g�X[R�VWXV�Q�WX̀S�TZ[V_UhfVSR�VZ�WXY�SUVWS_�hSS[f[_STZc[UiXh\]�_SbZRS\SR�Z_�RSbZ\UYWSRd jklm;n_UVS�X�_Ŝ\]o>;<?= @ApPHCC�qDrrsWS�f\VUbXVS�TZb \̂SbS[Vdklm; >;<?= @AtHDEM�uHvNHL�wDICGxyZ[c_XVf\XVUZ[Yzklm; >;<?= @A{GKHEEM�|G}�~KGxEyZZ\zklm;

>;<?= @A �RUVSR|GM�wH��GEI�X]��\X[z�QV��fX\UaUSY�WUVVU[c�X\\�T_UVS_UX��Ŝ_SYS[VY�X�f[U�fS�X_TWUVSTVf_X\�YV]\S��UY�XYYZTUXVSR�AUVWWUYVZ_UTX\�̂S_YZ[Y�Z_�S̀S[VY��X[R�UY�VWS�AZ_g�Za�X�eXYVS_�_TWUVSTVz �klm; >;<?= @Aw�IDE�wxMMEM}sWUY�bXgSY�b]�RX]zklm; >;<?= @AB�D�{GPE�UR�]Zf�RSYUc[�VWS�WZfYS�klm; BCDE�FGCHE�FDII�KM�CHM�����M�C}
>;<?= @A

�G��}�~K�EMD��_S�]Zf�cZU[c�VZ�hS�RSYUc[XVSR�VZZ�klm; BCDE�FGCHE�FDII�KM�CHM�����M�CHMI|MDEEM�Grr
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;<=>? @ABCDEEC�FGHHIJKLM�NOP�QOR�SRTLUTLU�VJTW�QORAKRXYZ[< \]DE�̂G]_E�̂D̀ �̀aCb]_Ccde�FCb]f;<=>? @AgDaG]C�\cC]̀hC_EiOA�jklTVTLUmmYZ[< ;<=>? @AnDo_c�pCqrCasOOX�OL�NOP�YZ[< ;<=>? @AtGa_�uCaCc_hv�̂DHGwxTyy�Sj�ARTVTLU�zN�yjVVjR�OQ�WP{{ORV�WJORVyN|}OLURKVPyKVTOLW�KLX�Ajyy�XjWjR~jX �YZ[< ;<=>? @A\]DE�̂G]_E�̂D̀`tGa_�uCaCc_hv�̂DHGw�IJKLMW|YZ[<xRTVj�K�Rj{yN�;<=>? @Ag]DaC��GwC̀��vCa_cDExOLXjRQPymYZ[< ;<=>? @A\]DE�̂G]_E�̂D̀`g]DaC��GwC̀��vCa_cDE���z�WKX�VJKV��KyyN�TW�LOV�JjRjVO�WJKRj�TV�ATJ�zj| @YZ[<xRTVj�K�Rj{yN�;<=>? @AnDoC�̂DfIJKV�W�QKLVKWVTlm�VRPyN��WOzjVJTLU�VO�Sj�Tz{RjWWjX�ATVJ|}OLURKVPyKVTOLW����JO{j�TV�AORMW�OPV�QOR�NOP|YZ[<
;<=>? @A

uDar�BGvÈGE�OlMN���N�OyX�QRTjLX��JTy��TyWVjTL��AJO�lJKTRjX�VJj�jL~jR��KRVLjRWJT{�QOR�NjKRW�AKW�XjWTULKVjX�KW�K��jL~jR�KLXzKRM�TL�VJj�yKVj����W�KLX�KyAKNW�AORj�VJj�yTVVyjSROL�j�yK{jy�{TL�VJKV�zKVlJjX�VJj�OLjW�VJjN�{PV�OLSPTyXTLUW|��yKL��NOP��PKyTQN��UO�QOR�XOPSyj�XjWTULKVTOLm �YZ[< \]DE�̂G]_E�̂D̀`uDar�BGvÈGE��JTy�AKW�K�XjKR�QRTjLX|�ij�UOV�zjTL~Oy~jX�ATVJ�zKLN�OQ�JTW�lKPWjW|
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;<=>? @ABCD<
;<=>? @AEFGH�IJFKH�IGLLMGNO�PJQHLJH�RSTUVW�XYU�Z[�US\X]̂�_�T]̀aab�UY�US\WcdeU�_�STfa�Xafà�TgU\fah[�WYe]SU�̀agY]X\U\YX̂BCD<i \̀Ua�T�̀ajh[k;<=>? @AlKmnoN�pomqLor_UsW�Aahh�baWàfab̂�_sZ�WY�STjj[�_UsW�ThZYWU�UY�USat\X\WSh\XâBCD< ;<=>? @APGm�uJHvRSTUsW�TAaWYZaw�xYX]̀TUehTU\YXWwBCD< ;<=>? @AyozKFo�yJQGH{Thh[�AYehb�STfa�daaX�WY�j̀Yeb̂�|Ye�WSYehb�ThWY�daj̀Yeb�Yt�USa�̀agY]X\U\YX̂BCD< ;<=>? @AlKH�p}~JKL�hTXc�[Ye�T̀a�Th̀aTb[�T��aXfà��TXbZT̀�w�BCD< ;<=>? @AyGH�JN��ovKHG��GNzQo�oN��oK��W�\U�WSYehb�daw @BCD< ;<=>? @AlGr�yFGr�TXUTWU\g�TXb�USa�j\gUèa�d̀\X]W�dTg��ZTX[�ZaZỲ\aWBCD< ;<=>? @ApG�o��GHHGRSTU�\W��e\Ua�USa�Ù\deUac�gYX]̀TUehTU\YXWc��hTX̂BCD< ;<=>? @APJrzo��JL�oN�̀aTU�\baTwwwwBCD< ;<=>? @AMKzQoFFo����oFKHvoNxYX]̀TUW��hTXwBCD< ;<=>? @A�Jm��Nr_�ATXU�UY�gYZa�f\W\U�[Ye�TXb�[Yè�SYeWawwBCD<
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;<=>? @ABCDE�FGCHE�FDIIJGK�LMN�OPQRS�TUVR�QR�W�XWYYSZ[\< ;<=>? @AJGK�LMNBCDE�FGCHE�FDII�]�AUYY�̂PP_S�̀_a�bcR_�AR�XW_�dPdeWf�bcWb�aRYU�Yg_Xc�ARhVR�fRR_�bWiU_d�WfPgbZ[\<jeUbR�W�eRkYlm
;<=>? @AnDoGp�qrMstrMucR�cPĝR�bcWb�vYPW_�wePQ�vYPW_ĥ�xWiR�yĝb�XWQR�Pww�PwxW_aQWei�̂bWbĝ�W_a�Û�fRU_d�aRQPYÛcRa�W_a�AUYYfRXPQR�W�wUVR�kYRzS�xW_aQWei�̂bWbĝ�Û�P_Yl�Ŵ�dPPa�ŴbcR�WaQU_ÛbeWbUP_�bcWb�Û�U_�PwwUXRSZ[\<

;<=>? @A {aUbRaBCDE�FGCHE�FDIInDoGp�qrMstrM�jcWb�cPĝR�WeR�lPg�bWYiU_d�WfPgb|�]cWVR�̂RR_�_P�_PbUXR�Pw�bcWbS�mW_a�]�cWVR�fRR_AWbXcU_d�bcR�xW_aQWei�OPQQÛ̂UP_�ARf�kWdRXWeRwgYYl�̂U_XR�YŴb�}XbPfReSZ[\<jeUbR�W�eRkYlm;<=>? @A~DMItD�FGG�KDE�W�RY�uPV�Z[\< ;<=>? @A~HotDrC����trI�RWc�Z[\< ~HotDrC����trI�Mr�CHr�����r�CHrI;<=>? @ALrCHoHD�~��sHo�WfgYPĝ� @Z[\< ;<=>? @A�r��N��DE�DCC�W_bŴbUX�Z[\< ;<=>? @AFrMNCDEE��DIsrCCDEG]�APgYa�bcU_i�Ub�WYeRWal�cŴ�fRR_�aR̂Ud_WbRa��]b�Û�W�dRQPw�W�cPĝRS��W_l�wP_a�QRQPeUR̂S @Z[\<�DMpDMD�qHEsrMT acU c c U�O YU �
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;<=>? @ABCCD�EFGHIJ�KCLM�EC�EFCJM�AFC�ANGEO�PCHIQNERSNEGCHJOTUV< ;<=>? WAXYZ[\�]̂_̀aYb\__�cYZdeY[LNfMS�ECgOTUV< ;<=>? WAh\_̀[\�iYjZY[kY[�l[YY_ZY[kmMQQGnGKOTUV< ;<=>? WAX̂op�q\[aYrsMQnMKEO�tJ�GE�JFCRSD�uMvTUV< ;<=>? WAh\[\w�qx�yYaowY[mFNEzJ�NLNfGHIOO�{�FC|M�GE�DCMJ�IME�DMJGIHNEMDOOOTUV< ;<=>? WA}\r�~w[Y_deŶ_t�ACHDMQnRS�|SNKM�Cn�NQEOTUV< ;<=>? WA�[̂\_�Xx���de[�_{�FNgM�NSAN�J�ANHEMD�EC�JMM�EFM�GHEMQGCQ�Cn��CRQ�FCLM�Gn�CR�NSSCA�GEvTUV< ;<=>? WA �DGEMD�a\_�l�â_�l\dd�RQMv�BGgM�LM�N�KNSSvTUV< ;<=>? WA�w[̂d�c\ed�_tJ�GE�JFCRSD�uMv�{�FNgM�SCgMD�EFM�JE�SM�NHD�DMENGSv�t|SMNJRQM�JMMGHI�GE�GH�|MQJCHvTUV< ;<=>? WA�̂�̂��\__�_tAMJCLMO�mFNE�J�M�KMSSMHE�HMAJ�TUV< ;<=>? WAy\ao�ab��Yaa{E�J�NuCRE�EGLMOTUV< ;<=>? WA �DGEMD�a\_�l�â_�l\ddy\ao�ab��Yaa�tQM��CR�NEEMHDGHI�EFM�QMRHGCH��{�AGSSuM�EFMQM�AGEF��L��DNRIFEMQ���NHNvTUV<�QGEM�N�QM|S��
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;<=>? @ABCDE�FGCHE�FDIIJKL�MLNOLP�QRNASRPT�UVSSWXXWVN�YZX[�OV[LAZNRNWSVZX\]�[V�R̂ P̂VOL�[KL�ALXW_NR[WVN�V̀�S]�KVZXLaRNA�[V�̀VPbRPA�W[�[V�UW[]�UVZNcW\�̀VP�̀WNR\�Rc[WVNd efgh< ;<=>? @AiDj�klmnCopqRrZ\VZXssfgh< ;<=>? @ABntnIj�uoEGUVN_PR[Z\R[WVNXsfgh<
;<=>? @AvGo�kHwwGEIxLPL�WX�[KL�QRNASRPTX�ŷ \̂WcR[WVN�bW[K�Lz[LNXWOL�[Lz[�VNy\RN{X�W\\ZX[PWVZX�cRPLLPdK[[̂X|}}bbbdALNOLP_VOdVP_}ddd}~��XKRPPWXVN\Nddd �fgh< ;<=>? @ABCDE�FGCHE�FDIIvGo�kHwwGEI�JKRNTXa��VLsfgh<�PW[L�R�PL̂\]��PW[L�R�cVSSLN[�
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;<=>�?@<A>�?=BB �C�DEF�GFHIFJ�KLHMNLJO�PQNNRSSRQH�TUSV�IQVFM�UHLHRNQUSWX�VQ�LYYJQIF�VEF�MFSRZHLVRQH�Q[�NX�EQUSF\�LHM�VQ�[QJ]LJM�RV�VQ�PRVX�PQUĤRW�[QJ�[RHLW�L̂VRQH_�Q̀J�VEQSF�]EQ�aFWRFIF�VERS�F[[QJV�]LS�VEF�YJQMÛV�Q[�NX�FZQbRV�]LS�HQV_�c�ELM�HFIFJ�FIFH�̂QHSRMFJFM�VEF�YQSSRaRWRVX_�cV�]LS�VEF�[QWOS�LV�GQ̂QNQNQ�]EQ�SUZZFSVFM�VEF�RMFL�VQ�NF\�LHM�VEFH�FHWRSVFM�dRSVQJR̂�GFHIFJ�VQ�TQRH�VEF�F[[QJV_�DEFX�MRM�LWW�Q[�VEF�]QJO_�c�QHWX�YJQIRMFM�RH[QJNLVRQH�LHM�ORaRVeFM_
LX �VM LF fF g�J �gVS h ijk

hg hlAmn o@ppn>q rs=tnu@Bq�tn<nv=>q�wxyz{ |Mo@<<nn>�rpAqs}~̂FWWFHV\��WLH� ����x wxyz{ |M�n=qsnt�u=��u�ntB�FJX�̂QQW� ����x wxyz{ |M;>>An��t��>@ ����x�@>=<�����;�@�JFLVHF]S�WLH �

|��
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:;<=> ?@ABCDE�FCGH�IJDF KLMN; :;<=> ?@OPQQRS�TUVWXUYZ[F\BDE]JDÊ[FH_�̀VUYaLMN; :;<=> ?@OPUW�b�cdUYSGeDE�f̂F@�[g�hBDij�[GFCB�DBC�j[]�E[�GDFFD�JDF@kDBfj[]B�[GF�e[]HCll mLMN; :;<=> ?@V̀UY�nQVoY�nUSSOPUW�b�cdUYS�pE�GDHFqE�kj�̂@CDr�p�eD@�FCsCB�CsCF\̂sCF�̂E�D�Ee[]\eEr�teC�g[JfH�DE�u[h[k[k[�CFĴHEC@v̂HE[B̂h�uCFsCB�E[�h[FŝFhC�kC�E[�@[�̂Er wLMN; :;<=> ?@OxPYUWxyyx�bxVVzOPUW�b�cdUYS�p{k�\JD@�eC�@̂@|LMN;

:;<=> ?@

}QPo�~xPxWoy��nU�Q�OPUW�b�cdUYS�̂E�GDH��[eF�eCF@CBH[FqH�@ĵF\ĜHe�r�ChD]HC�eC�@̂@�F[E�GDFE�H[kC[FC�E[�BDiCDF@��]E�]��H[kC�EDhfj�kĴĴ[F�@[JJDB�E[GFe[kCHr�j�[FJj�BC\BCE�GDH�EeDE��[eF�GDH�F[E�ĜEe�]H�E[HCC�EeC��JD�]C�r��ChD]HC�]FĴfC�h[FHCBsDÊ[FCDHCkCFEH_�JDF@kDBf��BCHCBsDÊ[F�HEDE]H�hDF��Cg[BCsCB�
aLMN; :;<=> ?@OPUW�b�cdUYSV̀UY�nQVoY�nUSSLMN;�B̂EC�D�BC�Jj��QX�~QPPoSZ[F\BDEH K
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:;<=> ?@ABC;
:;<=> ?@DEFGE�HIJKLMN�OPQRS�TUVWUXU�N�YZUQS�SW[U�\WS]�̂PQP�WQ�S]WY�_P[ àY�ZVPOUbABC; :;<=> ?@cIdEF�eEfFgdhigjKkVPQl�VUSRY�]̀ZU�S]WY�W[Z̀mSPQS�mUÒnQWSẀQ�Z̀mSUQ@YmUYZUOS�_̀m�YW[WVPm�YSmaOSamUYo�p̀QnmPSaVPSẀQYq rABC; :;<=> ?@stEfjgd�uvfwGN�S]WQx�S]WY�WY�yaYS�nmUPS�kVPQ�qABC; :;<=> ?@HEfz�cLFzp̀QnmPSY�kVPQ�oo[P@U�[{�@P{oABC; :;<=> ?@|vMzG�efIFgEI}P{ABC; :;<=> ?@eEffG�egf~p̀QnmPSaVPSẀQY�kVPQq��UVV�@UYUmXU@oABC; :;<=> ?@cEFwLg�ifggF�gf~��LMt�gf~p̀QnmPSaVPSẀQYo�N�\PY�WQ�{̀am�]̀aYU�\]UQ�N�\PY�WQ�PT̀ x̀�nm̀aZ�\WS]��PVV{o �ABC; :;<=> ?@�jEF�ivjLF�iEddcEFwLg�ifggF�gf~��LMt�gf~�N�@UYWnQU@�WS�_̀m��PVV{obABC;�mWSU�P�mUZV{�
:;<=> ?@HEfz�igt�EFNQ�P�ZmUXẀaY�Z̀YS�{̀a�[UQSẀQU@�]̀\�{̀am�̀S]Um�\̀ mx\PY�S̀mQ�@̀\Q�̀m�[ @̀W_WU@�PQ@�{̀a�\PQSU@�P�VUnPO{�VU_So�]UmU�WY�Q̀S]WQn�\m̀Qn�\WS]�]PXWQn�S]PS�@UYWmUop̀QnmPSaVPSẀQY rABC; :;<=> ?@�EFE�HgffLjj�efv�F}P{q��P{�{̀am�TUPaSW_aV�VUnPO{�UQ@amUq�ABC;�LdE��g�G
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:;<=> ?@AB�CDEFGH�GH�HI�JIK@LMNOPQQQRIKSMTUOPTUGIKHQQQQVWXY; :;<=> ?@ZB[\�]BÂ_B̀`EFTKaH�NIM�HULbbGKS�Obc�dPTKeVWXY; :;<=> ?@fBgD�h̀ C̀�iBAjC\\B̀kRIKSMTUOPTUGIKH�dPTKe�lI�JIK@LMNOPQVWXY; :;<=> ?@ m@GUL@nC̀ òA�pqBòRIKSMTUOPTUGIKHc�dPTKQQ�rLPP�@LHLMsL@�tu�uIO�TK@�uIOMJIK@LMNOP�FIOHLQQ VWXY; :;<=> ?@vw�xkkwAjCòELMMGNGyQ�rLPP�LTMKL@�UII�TK@�yIKSMTUOPTUGIKHQVWXY; :;<=> ?@h[z[Aj�{C̀kRIKSMTUOPTUGIKH�dPTKQWXY; :;<=> ?@|k}{k~ò��goẑjEFTU�GH�NTtOPIOH�TK@�JLPP�@LHLMsL@Q�WXY; :;<=> ?@|kC��\B���T�TP�EIsQQ VWXY; :;<=> ?@|kAC�̂�pk~ò�T�LP�EIs�JGPP�tL�KGyL�UI�bMLHLMsL�sLMHOH�JFTU�FTH�tLLKFTbbLKGKS�GL�MT�L�NIM�T��y�TKHGIKe �WXY; :;<=> ?@hÂ\CD��o�̂k\A�]BA�g�B���UFGKa�UFGH�GH�NTKUTHUGyQ�RIKSMTUOPTUGIKHeWXY; :;<=> ?@{k̀B�]BwoÂrLPP�LTMKL@e��IOM�FI�L�GH�T�T�GKSQQVWXY; :;<=> ?@nB�ow��C��CgrLPP�@IKL�WXY; :;<=> ?@xgB�C�pjCB̀yIKSMTUHQ�HIMMu�GU�tMIOSFU�IOU�UFL�yMT�uQQQQ�WXY;
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:;<=> ?@ABCDD�EBFGHIJKLMNOPMNQIJRSTUV; :;<=> ?@ABWD�XGYZWB[HIJKLMNOPMNQIJR\�]̂MN_R�KL̀MN\�aIOP@�PQb̀�NI�R̀ �̀cIOLÎd �̀RId �̀NQd \̀TUV; :;<=> ?@eFCD�fBFgD�fCZZABWD�XGYZWB[�hJc�NQd \̀�iORN�KQj̀�d �̀M�kMPP\TUV;aLQǸ�M�L̀lPcm
:;<=> ?@ACn�oBDpqPM@�NI�̂̀ ML�hPMJ\�HIJKLMNOPMNQIJRS�aMR�N̂QR�cIOL�̂IOR̀cIO�r̀ L̀�rILbQJK�IJ�r̂ J̀�s�tQLRN�d Ǹ�cIO�MN�iQdiÎJRIJ_R�IttQk̀uTUV;

:;<=> ?@ v@QǸ@eFCD�fBFgD�fCZZACn�oBDp�wIx�iMd\�s�@Q@�N̂L̀ �̀IN̂ L̀�̂IOR̀R�QJiQd_R�IttQk̀y�QJ�zNMLrII@x�{Mb̀rII@x�MJ@�Ĥ L̀Lc|QPPR\�s�̂M@�MPL̀M@c�}̀ J̀�PQjQJK�QJ�dc�̂IOR̀�tIL�RQ~c̀MLR�r̂ J̀�s��IQJ̀@�iQd\TUV; :;<=> ?@ACn�oBDpeFCD�fBFgD�fCZZ��ORN�rIJ@̀LQJK\�s�N̂IOK̂N�cIOr̀ L̀�rILbQJK�IJ�M�L̀RQ@̀Jk̀�r̂ J̀�s�tQLRN�d Ǹ�cIO\TUV; :;<=> ?@eFCD�fBFgD�fCZZACn�oBDp��̀Rx�iMd\�sN�rIOP@�̂Mj̀�}̀ J̀�IJ̀�It�N̂`N̂L̀ �̀N̂MN�s�kQǸ@�QJ�dc�lL̀jQIOR�L̀lPc\TUV;aLQǸ�M�L̀lPcm:;<=> ?@�CYpB��fgF�GY���YCD�a^̀L̀�@I�cIO�PQj̀uTUV; :;<=> ?@eFCD�fBFgD�fCZZ�CYpB��fgF�GY���YCD������z\�|MLLQRIJ�{MJ̀TUV;aLQǸ�M�L̀lPcm�� W EWg�
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;<=>? @ABCDCEFC�GFHEIJEKLMNOPQRSPQTLMU� VVVWXYZ< ;<=>? @A[C\JE�]�̂_̀DE�aaaKLMNOPQRSPQTLMU�bSPMc�QdPQ�TU�NOePQ�MefUghXYZ<
;<=>? @A

iCjJ�kClmn�oLROUe�TQ�MeeAU�QL�pe�AeUTNMPQeA�PU�P�SPMAqPOrg�s�oPMQdTMr�Ln�QfL�OePULMUc�nTOUQ�PQ�Qde�QTqe�TQ�fPU�pRTSQ�TQ�fPU�PATnneOeMQ�UQtSe�PMA�oLMoeuQ�nLO�P�OeUTAeMQTPS�UuPoe�PMAUeoLMASt�TQvU�Qde�ALqToTSe�Ln�ULqeLMe�QdPQ�dPA�AeUTNMUQdPQ�eMdPMoeA�Qde�POodTQeoQROPS�SPMAUoPue�Ln�weMxeO�PMAQde�OeNTLMg yXYZ<
;<=>? @AzH\{J|�iJ\}EJl~�C��k_�H��kCEE�s�oLRSA�MLQ�QdTMr�Ln�P�qLOe�AeUeOxTMNPOodTQeoQ�LO�dLqe�QL�OeoeTxe�OeoLNMTQTLMg�sNMLOe�QdeMPtUPteOUg��dPMr�tLR�nLO�PSSLfTMN�RU�QL�deSu�tLR�fTQd�QdeuOLoeUU WXYZ< ;<=>? @A�CD|H�HC��C�C�LMAeOnRSV�KLMNOPQRSPQTLMUgXYZ< ;<=>? @A�H���[C\JE�LLA�nLO�tLRc�bSPMg �XYZ< ;<=>? @Ak|J�_|l����̂|HJEJ�KLMNOPQU�bSPM �XYZ< ;<=>? �hd]JDF�����|CI�Jl�Lf�NOePQ�oLMNOUQRSPQTLMUVXYZ< ;<=>? �hd[_F����H��KLMNOPQRSPQTLMU�bSPMVVXYZ< ;<=>? �hd]�_DD�����JjH��L�feSS�AeUeOxeAVXYZ< ;<=>? �hd�C��J�[Cl��|_���LMAeOnRS�bSPMV��OePQ�dLRUeXYZ<
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:;<=> ??@ABCD�AEEF�GHIEJKL@MN�MN�OPQRSTUVWX�L@YQZ�[PV�UPT�ZM\M]̂MQ_�OM]@�]@PNS�O@PRMR�]@S�OPTZ�̀\V]�abc�NVTS�[PVbTS�VQRSTN]Y]MQ_�[PVT�TPWS@STSdeXfgh; :;<=> ??@iBJjkB�l�mEnnEjjoPQ_TY]VWY]MPQNX�pSWW�RSNSTqSRrfgh; :;<=> ??@iBJKkB�sHHtCBnpPQRSTUVW�QSON�YQR�OSWWuRSNSTqSRr�vŶSW�LPqwxPqS�yYQ�z�vYTN@Yfgh; :;<=> ??@sBD{E�|EDKF{}~|B{tDn�EJL@MN�MN�OPQRSTUVW��WYQr�oPQ_TY]VWY]MPQNrfgh; :;<=> ?�@iD�kBE{�lE�}�P��PPWfgh; :;<=> ?�@�E����BJjoPQ_TY]VWY]MPQNX�pSWWuRSNSTqSRXfgh; :;<=> ?@�kJDK�|BjKHnp@Y]�]PPZ�]@Sc�NPxPQ_�fgh;
:;<=> �c

�KCB��BKBn
fgh;
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:;<=> ?@
ABCD�EDBDFAGDF�HIGJF�HDBB�KLM�NOOP�QL�RPPSOTT�QUVT�TVQMRQVLNWXLM�URYO�ZOON�[VYON�R�\RS[O�[V]QW�̂TO�KLMS�TRYVN[TQL�_\ORN�M̀�KLMS�ULMTOW�aQL̀�̀SOYONQVN[�NLNbUL@O\OTT�SO_SORQVLN�VN�QUO�̀RSc�KLM�\RK�_\RV@�QL�RTVQ�dRT�KLMSTWefg;hSVQO�R�_L@@ONQi
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;<=<�>?@@ABB�C@DE=�FG�HFIJ�KB<=�LDBA=�L<MMN�O�PJQ�JRSGQ�T�UVQH�SW�FX�FG�YQFXU�ZRXGF[QVQ[�\RV�]�̂]X[_]V̀�[QGFUX]IFRXa bZ cc �def�g �]V ] gJ I�h

fijAk? lDmm?=n>DMn�@?B?o<=n�pqrst fHCK�;<oAMuvDE?wQZ]SGQ�FI�H]G�[QGFUXQ[�Yx�xRSV�[][yz{|q pqrst fH;<=<�>?@@ABB�C@DE=CK�;<oAMuvDE?�xQG}�YQZ]SGQ�FI~G�ZRXGF[QVQ[�]WVF_Q�Q�]_ŴQ��VQ][e�_]GIQVWFQZQ��R\�_F[�ZQXISVx_R[QVX�]VZJFIQZISVQN c�z{|q pqrst fHCK�;<oAMuvDE?�RX[QV\Ŝaz{|q�VFIQ�]�VQŴx�

ch��XX��R_]V]�]X[�chi�RIJQVG
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;<=>? @ABCDEFG�HIJKGIKLMNOPQR< ;<=>? @AHSTUG�V�WICEG�XXXYZ[\�M]�[̂ [_M̀abbbPQR< ;<=>? @A cdM\OdeSfFg�hUifFiiU�jFKkDIfUl]�AOmm�M\�]Znomd�pOb�q\�rOsoMrO]�[�tm[soO�[\�\ZO�uOrv�mO[]\wPQR< ;<=>? @AxFyIiU�VEUFKgiUD�zSDGIKq�mnuO�\ZM]wq�AM]Z�AO�Nnomd�dn�M\�AM\Z�nor�Zno]OwPQR< ;<=>? @AxFyIiU�VEUFKgiUD�zSDGIK{mO[]O�]Z[rO�]n̂ O�tZn\n]�eSKSwPQR<
;<=>? @A

eSKS�hUDDFii�|DI}KxFyIiU�VEUFKgiUD�zSDGIK
PQR< ;<=>? @AxFyIiU�VEUFKgiUD�zSDGIK~nAwPQR<eSKS�hUDDFii�|DI}KxFyIiU�VEUFKgiUD�zSDGIK
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;<=>? @ABCD<
;<=>? @A

EFGF�HIJJKLL�MJNOG
BCD<PQRST�U�QTVWXY
;<=>? @A

EFGF�HIJJKLL�MJNOG
BCD< ;<=>? @AZF[NGF�\FJGIJ�\JIIGI]̂ A�_̂ Ŵ̀�aRbT�cd̂eWf�dUgT�hTTbi�heS�RS�AUc�QeRbTfjBCD< ;<=>? @AkFlmn�opIJq�rGsIJtNGuATĉvT̀�PUc�dT�RbcVRQTf�hX�wQUbx�yŴXf�PQRzdS{@BCD< ;<=>? @AEFGF�HIJJKLL�MJNOGkFlmn�opIJq�rGsIJtNG�XTci�gTQX�ve_d�ĉjBCD< ;<=>? @ArLFG�\NLKG�\FttkFlmn�opIJq�rGsIJtNG�|bWX�VUQSWXj�}dTQT�ATQTUWĉ�̂SdTQ�_WUccR_UW�Ubf�v f̂TQb�Rb~WeTb_TcjBCD<kFlmn�opIJq�rGsIJtNGrLFG�\NLKG�\Ftt�RS�Ŵ̂ xc�Â bfTQ~eẀ���dUf�_ŴcT~UvRWX�~QRTbfc�Ad̂�dUf�U�wyP�heRWS�d̂vTi�UbfX̂eQc�QTvRbfTf�vT�̂~�RSj�PdUS�U�zTv` @
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;<=>? @A @BCD<EFGHI�J�FIKLMN;<=>? @AOPQ�RSTPUVWXLYZHJFM�[I\G]ZJHGXẐ�_F̀�XZI�HaJH�AGLL�]IZIFJHIbXZHFXcIF\M�JZ[�KY\adJbêBCD< ;<=>? @AfgSh�ijgPh�iSUUOPQ�RSTPUV�k�AJ\�HJLeI[�GZHX�GH�dM�lXbXmXmXn_JZ[�oG\HXFGb�lIZcIFp�qaIM�[G[�JLL�Xr�HaI�AXFep�k�sY\HeGdGHtI[�JZ[�J]FII[�HX�dI�HaI�JKKLGbJZHpBCD<EFGHI�J�FIKLMN
;<=>? @A

fgSh�uPgTvwxvwykHz\�KFXdJdLM�dIIZ�{|�MIJF\�\GZbI�kzcI�dIIZ�GZ�MXYF�aXY\IdYH�k�\HGLL�FImImdIF�HaJH�cIFM�AILL�JZ[�GH�AJ\�JZ�GZrLYIZbIrXF�mI�HX�GH�rGF\H�AJZH�HX�dIbXmI�JZ�JFbaGHIbHp�qaJZe�MXỲ}LJZ�k�ZIcIF�[G[�dYH�kzcI�JLAJM\�J[mGFI[�MXYF�aXY\I\�JZ[MXYF�AXFep�nXZ]FJHYLJHGXZ\p�AaIFI�[X�AI�cXHÎ~ @BCD<
;<=>? @A

fgSh�ijgPh�iSUUfgSh�uPgTvwxvwy��X�cXHIp�kr�MXY�AG\a�HX�\YKKXFH�HaI[I\G]ZJHGXZ̀�\IZ[�J�LIHHIF�XF�ImJGL�HX�HaI�lIZcIF�JZ[mJFe�nXmmG\\GXZ�dIrXFI�HaI�IZ[�Xr��JFbap�XY�bJZ�rGZ[�HaI�bXZHJbH�GZrX�XZ�[IZcIF]XcpXF]������i�����i�GHI�mJGZHIZJZbIBCD<EFGHI�J�FIKLMN;<=>? @A�Ph�S������vvgvw�X�bXXL�BCD<fgSh�ijgPh�iSUU�X�cXHIp�kr�MXY�AG\a�HX�\YKKXFH�mM�\YdmGHHJL̀�\IZ[�JLIHHIF�HX�HaI�lIZcIF��JZ[mJFe�nXmmG\\GXZ�JHlIZcIF]XcpXF]������i�����inGHMJZ[nXYZHMXrlIZcIF
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;<=>? @A BCDEFCGDEH�IJC�GKLJEH�KM�NFJOFPQRS< ;<=>? @ATUVWXYX�Z[YX\]̂IE�D_�Ì IaDJbc�dE�D_�EPLeH�AKPÊH�KM�ÊIE�CD_EDJfEDKJcQRS< ;<=>? gAhi[jkUY�lXWXkXVdm̀�bKDJb�EK�AIen�oH�DEp�ADÊ�qELIPEp�EKCIHp�IJC�bFE�ÊFDJMKP̀IEDKJ�EK�̂Fer�_LrrKPE�ÊF�CF_DbJIEDKJs @QRS< ;<=>? gAtWUY�u[WiY�uU\\hi[jkUY�lXWXkXV�]̂IJn_sQRS<vPDEF�I�PFreHwvPDEF�I�fK̀ `FJEw
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